Three Dating Profile “Tweaks” to Consistently Attract Quality Guys
Most women don’t have great online dating profiles. And, unfortunately, because of that they attract all the wrong kind of
guys – non-committal types, endless “chatters,” sex hounds, you name it.
A great online dating profile weeds out the crap and piques the interest of the exact kinds of men you want to meet. Not
only that, you inspire them to actually meet in person and see if there's a connection.
These three simple tweaks will help you transform even the worst profile into one that brings quality guys into your life.
Tweak 1) Go Positive, Not Negative
The biggest faux pas of dating profiles is focusing on what you don't want. When you go on and on about negatives, you’ll
attract exactly that.
A line like, “I'm not looking for a hookup or someone who plays games or wastes my time,” brings in the guys who want
exactly those things. Instead, say “I'm looking for a long-term commitment.” Be explicit about the positive qualities you
want in a man and a relationship.
Quick Checklist for Profile
______ Remove references to what you “don't want.”
______ Describe the type of man that interests you.
______ List the values you want in a committed relationship.
Tweak 2) Change Out Your Photos
Your profile photos say more than a thousand words about you.
They directly influence the type and quality of men you attract. Compromising photos lead to shady guys. Pictures of you
smiling or laughing in a genuine way lead to commitment-oriented men.
Take out the photos that might give the wrong signals, and replace them with photos that celebrate who you are and what
you want out of life. Trust that you are enough, and the right guys will come along.
Quick Picture Checklist
_______ Remove suggestive photos
_______ Genuine smile/laughing
_______ Actively enjoying life (show your style of life)
Tweak 3) Be Yourself
Standing out in a wide sea of singles requires a little finesse. You want guys to immediately see who you are, what makes
you special, and why they should get in touch with you.
Rather than copying other people's profiles or using pre-packaged blurbs, simply be yourself. Share the areas of your
personality that are unique to you. Be open and honest about what's fulfilling in your life and your hopes and dreams, and
you'll be surprised by who will identify with you and want to reach out.
As always, stay focused on the positive.
Unique Content Checklist

________ Share a positive and unique life experience
________ Include the most fulfilling activity you're currently involved in

